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Abstract. In this paper a preliminary study on template updating techniques for 
face recognition in home environments is presented. In particular a new data-
base has been created specifically for this application, where the face images 
acquired are characterized by a great variability in terms of pose and illumina-
tion but the number of subjects is quite limited and a large amount of images 
can be exploited for intensive incremental learning. The steps of database crea-
tion and the characteristics of the data collected are described in detail. We  
believe such a database could be very useful to develop and optimize face rec-
ognition approaches for smart home environments. Moreover some preliminary 
results on incremental learning are provided and analyzed to evaluate the effects 
of incremental template updating on the recognition performance. 

1   Introduction 

Face is one of the most studied biometric characteristics and a huge literature exists 
on the topic [9] [14]. In recent years the attention of the scientific community has 
been focused on face recognition in real applications where the operating conditions 
are not optimal due to several factors such as the low quality of the acquired images 
and variable conditions of pose and illumination. The results of recent evaluations 
[12] prove that state-of-the-art algorithms perform well in controlled environments 
but still poorly work in the presence of critical conditions. 

The focus of this paper is on a particular kind of applications, referred to as smart 
home environment in the literature, where some intelligence mechanisms personalize 
the environment (home, office, etc.) based on the presence of one or more subjects in 
the room. This scenario is characterized by specific constraints: the resolution of the 
images is typically low because they are usually acquired by low cost surveillance 
cameras that can be far from the subjects and the pose and illumination conditions are 
extremely variable since the subjects are observed during their daily activities. On the 
other hand the smart home environment offers some advantages: the number of users 
is usually limited and a huge amount of data can be continuously collected and ex-
ploited for incremental learning: in fact, the availability of so many images allows to 
progressively update and refine the user’s template, initially created on the basis of a 
few training images. This continuous learning may help to better deal with the intrin-
sic variability of the face, the changes of look, and with the aging affect that, as well 
known, can significantly affect recognition accuracy. 
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In order to develop, test and optimize face recognition and template updating ap-
proaches for this particular context, specific datasets reflecting the above mentioned 
characteristics are needed: a huge set of images of a limited number of subjects, ac-
quired daily for a long period while the subjects normally perform their daily activi-
ties. Actually several face databases are publicly available [9] [14], and some of them 
include images captured under variable pose and illumination conditions or in differ-
ent sessions that allow to evaluate the aging effects on face recognition performance. 
For example, the BANCA [1] or the Notre Dame Human ID [4] databases have been 
acquired over a period of about 3 months, but the acquisition conditions are rather 
controlled and/or the number of different acquisition sessions is limited. To the best 
of our knowledge, none of the available datasets meets all the specified requirements. 
These motivations induced us to create a new ad-hoc database of images that we in-
tend to make available to the scientific community. Acquiring from scratch such a 
large dataset is objectively difficult and very time consuming, so we decided to ex-
ploit an existing data source: the full video of one edition of the “Big Brother” reality 
show. A software tool has been developed to analyze the videos and to quickly detect 
and label the face images. The rest of this paper describes the database structure and 
its creation procedure: in particular the steps carried out and the software tools used 
are described in order to provide useful indications to create similar databases. More-
over some experimental results on template updating are given to evaluate the effects 
of incremental learning on the recognition performance. 

The work is organized as follows. In section 2 the procedure for data extraction 
and labeling is presented; a detailed description of the database is reported in  
section 3 together with an analysis of the image quality, in section 4 some preliminary 
results on template updating are reported and, finally, in section 5 some concluding 
remarks are given.  

2   Database Construction 

The database has been created starting from the 2 DVDs made commercially avail-
able at the end of the 2006 “Big Brother” reality show produced for the Italian TV [7]. 
The videos contained in the DVDs summarize the 99 days of permanence of 20 par-
ticipants in the house. In particular they represent the main events occurred (partici-
pants entering or leaving the house, loves, quarrels, weekly trials, etc), some of the 
participants’ auditions and a brief presentation of all the participants, their work in the 
normal life, their family, etc. Most of the videos are labeled with the day of recording: 
this allowed us to organize the frames extracted from the videos in different subsets, 
each related to a specific day.  

The steps carried out for the creation of the database are described in the following. 
Conversion of the DVD video files to AVI files. A simple free conversion tool [3] 
was used to this purpose. Each video track was converted to an AVI file with the 
following settings: output frame rate 29.97, output size 720×576, video codec Indeo® 
Video 5.10. The number of AVI files extracted is 22, about 15 GB in total.  

Frames extraction. About 3 frames per second have been extracted from each AVI 
file using the free software Image Grabber II [8]. The frames extracted (more than 
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42,000, ~3.3GB in jpg format) have been initially classified according to the day of 
recording. 

Face detection and labeling. A software tool (see Fig. 1) has been developed to ana-
lyze the sequences of frames obtained in the previous steps. The tool provides the 
following functionalities: 

• Face detection. This operation is fully automatic and consists of checking each 
image to verify the presence of one or more faces; this is performed by means of 
the face detector implemented in the OpenCv library [11], based on the AdaBoost 
approach proposed by Viola and Jones in [13]. A default classifier provided with 
the OpenCV library (haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml) and trained for frontal im-
ages, has been used in this work. 

• Image labeling. This procedure is semi-automatic and allows to assign an ID to 
the detected faces. The tool partially automates the operation, based on the idea 
that, within the same scene, the identity of the faces detected in similar positions 
does not change. A simple scene change detection method, based on the difference 
between subsequent images, has been implemented. At the beginning of a new 
scene the user is required to assign (by pointing and mouse clicking) the correct 
ID to the detected faces. In the subsequent frames of the same scene, if a face is 
detected approximately in the same position of a previously labeled face and the 
size of the two face windows is similar, the same ID is proposed. In case a new 
face is detected within an ongoing scene, the human intervention is required to as-
sign the correct ID. When a scene change occurs, the labeling system is re-
initialized. The false positives of the face location module can be simply ignored 
(i.e., no ID is assigned). The use of this tool allows to process/label a large number 
of frames in an acceptable amount of time. 

• Image storing. The detected faces, independently of the original dimensions, are 
resized to 70×70 pixels and stored. The result is a set of very heterogeneous im-
ages in terms of quality since some faces, taken when the subject is close to the 
camera, have a higher resolution with respect to those normally acquired in the 
house. It is worth noting that only the false positives (images that do not corre-
spond to a face) have been eliminated (actually a low percentage with respect to 
the faces correctly detected) and that no selection of the face images has been per-
formed. For this reason some images are very hard to recognize, also for a human, 
due for example to partial occlusions, strong blurring effects or strange disguising.  

The original Big Brother images, due to copyright protection, cannot be printed in 
this paper, but some example images, acquired in analogous conditions in a laboratory 
environment, are reported in Fig. 2. and Fig. 3. The two figures clearly demonstrate 
the high degree of variability observable in a home environment. In particular Fig. 2. 
shows that, even during a single acquisition session, the face aspect can drastically 
change due to pose and expression variations, occlusions or variable distance from the 
camera. The variations are even more evident when images of different acquisition 
sessions are compared (Fig. 3.). 
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Fig. 1. A snapshot of the software tool developed for face detection and labeling. The three 
areas highlighted show the current frame analyzed (a), the faces detected in the current frame 
(b) and the ID assigned to each individual (c). 

 

Fig. 2. Images of the same subject recorded during a single acquisition session 

 

Fig. 3. Images of the same subject recorded during two different acquisition sessions 

(a) Current frame 

(c) assigned ID 

(b) Detected faces 
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3   Database Description 

The final database consists overall of 23842 images of size 70×70 pixels belonging to 
18 subjects (one participant was immediately eliminated at the beginning of the real-
ity show; no images are therefore available for him).  

Since the aim of this work is to create a dataset that allows the training and evalua-
tion of template updating approaches, the structure of the database is different from 
the traditional one, where the data are simply partitioned into Training and Test sets. 
Here an additional set of images, intended for template updating purposes, is provided 
so that the database is composed by the following subsets: 

• Training set. Two sets of images are available for training: 651 images extracted 
from the video presenting the participants’ biography (taken during the everyday 
life of each subject, at home or work, with friends, etc., low quality) and 5951 ac-
quired during the participants’ audition. The auditions video are not available for 
some of the participants. 

• Daily updates. A set of 11898 images, hierarchically organized: the images are first 
partitioned according to the day they were recorded, and then according to the sub-
ject represented. Unfortunately only videos representing the main events have been 
included in the DVDs, so that images taken from 56 out of 99 days are available. 

• Testing set. Some of the videos available do not report the day of recording. The 
images that cannot be included in the daily updates, since the temporal information 
is not available, can be used as testing set. These images refer to events occurred 
during the 99 days and are representative of the whole stay in the house. The num-
ber of images in this set is 5342. 

It is worth noting the images for training can be gathered very quickly since about 
200-300 images of a subject can be extracted from a video sequence of 1-2 minutes, if 
the acquisition conditions and the position of the individual are semi-controlled. On  
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Fig. 4. Face size distribution in the training set, daily updates set and testing set. All the de-
tected face windows are square and the size is simply the window side in pixel. Each bar repre-
sents the percentage of images of the related set having a size comprised in the specific interval.  
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the contrary, acquiring the images for updating is very hard since the acquisition con-
ditions cannot be controlled and unfortunately the face detection module often fails to 
localize the individuals in the scene because they are too far from the camera or in 
particular poses. 

To better understand the content of the database some statistics about the images 
are given. In particular the face size (before normalization) and the image quality 
distributions are reported in Fig. 4. and Fig. 5. respectively. In Fig. 4. the distribution 
of the face image size, as automatically detected, is reported for the training set, the 
daily updates and the testing set. It is worth noting that all the detected face windows 
are finally resized to a 70×70 pixels, that for most of the faces means a sub-sampling 
process. The graph shows that the original image size is quite variable: from 50 to 
more than 300 pixels in very few cases. However most of the detected face images 
have a size lower than 150 pixels.  
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Fig. 5. Image quality distribution, evaluated according to the IQM measure, for the training set, 
daily updates set and testing set. Each bar represents the percentage of images of the related set 
having a quality score comprised in the specific interval. 

 

Fig. 6. IQM score of some example images taken an office environment 

To characterize the image quality (see Fig. 5.), the Image Quality Measure (IQM) 
has been adopted. IQM is based on the analysis of the power spectrum and is well 
known in the literature [10]. It takes into account several factors that proved to be 
strictly related to the human visual quality assessment. The graph shows that the im-
age quality is generally quite low, particularly for the images of the testing set. As a 

0.00847 0.01170 0.02073 0.03207 0.03883 0.04850 
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reference, some images taken in our laboratory with different IQM scores are shown 
in Fig. 6. Moreover it is worth noting that acceptable IQM scores do not necessarily 
guarantee that the image is easy to be recognized, since recognition can be seriously 
affected by other factors not measurable by IQM (e.g. particular poses or illumination, 
partial face occlusions, etc.). 

4   Preliminary Learning Results 

The final aim of this research is to design unsupervised learning techniques for face 
template updating; in this work some preliminary results obtained with a supervised 
updating technique are reported and analyzed to evaluate the effects of template up-
dating on the recognition performance. Unsupervised leaning procedures will be stud-
ied in a future work. 

In this experiment each individual is represented by a MKL space [2], i.e. a mix-
ture of KL subspaces [6], created from the images in the training set. Recognition is 
base on a simple nearest neighbor criterion: the face image to be identified is associ-
ated to the individual represented by the closest MKL space according to the “dis-
tance from space” metric [2]. The initial templates are incrementally updated with the 
images in the daily updates set. An efficient procedure for MKL spaces merging [5] is 
used to avoid a complete recalculation of the templates which would be computation-
ally very expensive. Updating is here done in a supervised manner: we incrementally 
update the templates by using images of corresponding identity. This constitute a 
simplification of a real scenario where the system itself has to decide whether to use a 
particular (unlabelled) image to update a specific template.  

In this work we are focusing on a typical closed-set identification scenario (i.e., all 
the subjects are known to the system) and the performance are therefore measured in 
terms of recognition rate defined as the percentage of images in the testing set cor-
rectly recognized.  

The results obtained are reported in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. In particular in Fig. 7 the 
recognition rate is measured for each individual at different stages: 

• Initial RR: represents the initial recognition rate, i.e. the baseline performance 
obtained with the templates calculated from the images in the training set. 

• RR last day: refers to the recognition rate measured the last day of presence of 
each individual in the house.  

• RR max: represents the maximum recognition rate measured for each subject 
during his/her whole presence in the house. 

The results clearly show that template updating produces a very positive effect: the 
graph in Fig. 8 shows that the overall daily recognition rate rises from 33.60% (G0, 
initial template) to 56.27% (G99, templates updated with all the images in the daily 
updates). In most cases a considerable improvement is measured, in particular when a 
significant set of images is available. Moreover it is interesting to note the noticeable 
improvement measured for some individuals whose initial recognition rate was very 
low (e.g., subject 14), thus confirming the importance of template updating.  
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Fig. 7. Recognition rate of the 18 individuals, measured at different stages of the reality show. 
The x-axis reports the subject id and the total number of images available in the daily updates 
set for that individual. 
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Fig. 8. Daily recognition rate of the images in the testing set 

On the other hand the recognition accuracy (about 56% after updating) is quite 
low, even if for some subjects (for which more images are available) better results are 
achieved (about 70-80%). The poor performance is certainly due to the completely 
uncontrolled acquisition conditions that make face recognition very difficult in this 
specific scenario.  

5   Conclusions 

In this work the problem of template updating for face recognition in home environ-
ments is addressed. A new database, created with the aim of studying face recognition 
in this specific application scenario, is presented. The steps performed and the tools 
used or developed are described in detail to allow to the interested readers to create 
similar databases. In our opinion this can be very useful considering the difficulty of 
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acquiring from scratch such a huge set of data, characterized by a great variability in 
terms of pose and illumination conditions, image quality and, above all, acquired from 
the same set of subjects observed daily for a long period. The analysis of the data 
obtained, on the basis of image quality and face image size, shows that the dataset 
created is complex and represents an interesting challenge for face recognition algo-
rithms. Moreover some preliminary results on template updating are provided; the 
experiments carried out show that incremental learning allows to considerably im-
prove the initial recognition performance. 

At this stage copyright issues do not allow us to distribute the database created to 
the scientific community, but we are exploring the possibility of releasing a batch 
procedure to recreate it starting from the original source (DVDs) that can be pur-
chased online for a few USD. 

The work carried out to create the Big Brother database is of course just a first step 
towards the main objective of our research, which is to design effective unsupervised 
template updating techniques exploiting the peculiar information that can be obtained 
from a continuous observation of subjects in smart home environments. 
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